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a b s t r a c t 

The Fit4Purpose project aims to develop upper limb prosthetic devices which are suitable for deploy- 

ment in lower- and middle-income countries (LMIC’s). Open-frame trans-radial socket designs are being 

considered, formed of several, linked components, including pads which interface directly with the skin 

surface. A mechanical tool has been developed to aid the design of pad shapes, using an array of square 

brass bars of varying lengths (i.e. a pin-array) to apply a chosen normal pressure distribution to an area 

of tissue. The shape to which the tissue is displaced can then be captured by clamping the bars together 

to fix their relative positions. The device is described, then three short studies are used to demonstrate 

its use on the forearm of a single, anatomically intact subject. The first investigates the effect of array size 

on the measured surface stiffness, finding an inverse relationship with a similar characteristic to previous 

published results. The second tests the hypothesis that a pad with a shape which duplicates that captured 

by the device will generate a similar overall load to the original pins if applied to the same region of tis- 

sue. The results support the hypothesis, but also highlight the sensitivity of the interface loading to the 

underlying muscle activation. Finally, the tool is used to demonstrate that different tissue displacements 

are observed when the same pressure distribution is applied to different areas of the forearm. Whilst the 

tool itself is a simple device, and the techniques used are not sophisticated, the studies suggest that the 

approach could be useful in pad design. Although it is clearly not appropriate for clinical application in 

its current form, there may be potential to develop the concept into a more practical device. Other ap- 

plications could include the design of other devices which interface with the skin, the generation of data 

for validation of finite element models, including the application of known pressure distributions and 

tissue deformations during Magnetic Resonance Imaging, and the assessment of matrix pressure sensing 

devices on compliant materials with complex geometries. 

© 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IPEM. 
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1. Introduction 

Although data on the prevalence of limb absence are poor, the

World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that there are 40 mil-

lion amputees worldwide, with likely higher prevalence in coun-

tries experiencing conflict, and/or with poor road safety [1] . An-

other WHO report finds that approximately 8% of cases (3.2 mil-

lion) are at the trans-radial level [2] . 

Conventionally, sockets for a trans-radial prosthesis are manu-

factured as bespoke, endoskeletal units. The manufacturing process

begins with residuum geometry acquisition, using plaster- or 3D-

scanning-based techniques; the resulting shape is then adjusted in
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 process called rectification. Finally, the socket is manufactured

y drape-forming of polymers, or lamination of resins and fibres.

hese designs are usually ‘self-suspending’, with the socket extend-

ng around the olecranon and humeral epicondyles. The final shape

s determined by the ‘trim-lines’ at which the proximal end is cut

way. 

A well-fitting, comfortable socket is recognised as an impor-

ant factor in the acceptance and use of upper-limb prostheses

3 , 4] , and achieving a good fit with the above process often re-

uires multiple visits to a clinic. This, together with the reliance

n skilled prosthetists and technicians, using specialised (often im-

orted) materials and tools, makes it difficult to implement in low

ncome settings. In such situations, well-resourced and properly

taffed centres may be scarce, making it difficult for patients to

ccess these services [5] . 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.medengphy.2020.08.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/medengphy
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If this design approach may be described, in engineering terms,

s ‘monocoque’, an alternative is the ‘open-frame’ approach. Here

he socket is built up from several components, some extending

long the residuum, and some around it, with either fixed or ad-

ustable connections between them. An example is the ‘socket-less

ocket’ from Martin Bionics [6] . An adjustable, open-frame design

uch as this, but made from locally sourced materials, offers the

otential for increased access through a quicker fitting process,

ith fewer (ideally single) clinic visits required; the user could

ake some adjustments themselves, on a daily basis if necessary;

he socket could be more easily repaired; and the open frame de-

ign may lead to better heat dissipation, a widely reported problem

or users of monocoque sockets [7] . 

The open-frame approach is being considered as part of the

Fit4Purpose’ project [8] , which links universities in the UK, Uganda

nd Jordan to perform research into upper limb prosthetics for

MICs. One design would use longitudinal pads to transmit loads to

he underlying tissue. These loads may be categorised as constant,

Intrinsic’ loading, generated only by donning the socket with re-

axed muscles, and additional but intermittent (task-related) ‘Activ-

ty’ loading. Anatomical and physiological factors will control how

he resulting stress and strain at the pad-skin interface distributes

nto deeper tissues [9] . Similarly, whilst there is an inverse rela-

ionship between the duration and magnitude of tissue stress and

train which can be safely tolerated [10] , the precise relationship

ill be governed by a dynamic set of subject-specific factors [11] .

t is thus not possible to define a ‘safe’ level of intrinsic loading.

owever, studies on the interface pressures in existing, well toler-

ted upper limb sockets report peak figures, under intrinsic loading

nly, from 6.9kPa to 11.7kPa [12] , and > 12.5kPa [13] . 

Clearly, the shape and size of the longitudinal pads will influ-

nce the loading experienced by the tissue local to the pad. For

 rigid pad with a given external load, the area interfacing with

issue will determine the average pressure; however, the distribu-

ion of tissue strain and pressure will be governed by the cross-

ectional profile of the pad. Avoidance of a high normal pressure

radient is important, particularly at the boundaries of the loaded

rea, as this generates radial shear stress in the underlying tissue,

ften referred to as ‘edge effects’ [14] . Therefore, it would be useful

o know how different areas of tissue deform under a desired pres-

ure distribution, thereby obtaining the shape of a pad that would

roduce that pressure distribution. To address this, a simple me-

hanical tool, which uses an array of metal bars (i.e. a pin-array),

ontained within a clamping frame, has been used to capture the

ross deformation caused when a chosen interface pressure distri-

ution is applied over an area where such a pad might be placed.

t is hypothesised that a bespoke pad, generated using the cap-

ured shape of the loaded tissue, will produce a similar pressure

istribution when it engages to the same tissue depth in the same

natomical location. This approach could be useful to guide the de-

ign of pads and adjustment elements of an open frame socket,

uch that the intrinsic loading remains at an acceptable level; the

ocket adjustment elements could be designed so that it is easy to

nsure that the pads are pushed into the soft tissue to the correct

epth. 

The paper describes the pin-array tool and demonstrates its

pplication in a single subject. In Study 1, we compare previ-

usly published tissue stiffness characteristics from discrete inden-

er measurements, taken over the area of soft tissue where a pad is

o be placed, with those derived from the displacement of a single

entral pin from within the array. In Study 2, we investigate the va-

idity of the approach for pad design by first capturing the shape of

eformed tissue under a known pressure distribution, then repli-

ating this shape in a plaster pad and measuring the force required

o engage the pad to the same tissue depth. Finally, in Study 3, we

ompare pad shapes generated at different locations around the
orearm to explore whether bespoke pad shapes, derived using the

in-array tool, may be required in all cases, or whether there is a

eneric pad shape independent of the anatomical location. 

. Methods and results 

.1. The pin-array tool 

The tool ( Fig. 1 ) uses an array of 3.13mm square-section brass

ars (‘pins’), contained within a frame made of two aluminium

ide rails and two 3d-printed polylactic acid (PLA) adjustable end

tops. The side rails can be clamped against the pins using a lock-

ble device. Each pin is a ‘dead weight’, with the pressure gener-

ted at the base being a function of density and length. For exam-

le, a vertical brass pin of length 61mm generates an average pres-

ure at its base of 5kPa. Adjusting the length or density of each pin

n the array allows control of the overall pressure distribution. 

The array is first set in its default starting position by placing

he tool on a level, horizontal surface, then unlocking the clamp to

llow the pins to also rest freely on this surface. The pins are then

lamped together, such that their bases lie on the base plane of the

ool. The array is then placed over the skin surface in the area of

nterest, with the pins approximately vertical (guided by a bubble

ight). The clamping mechanism is released, allowing the pins to

est on the skin, and the resulting shape of the deformed tissue,

nder the known pressure distribution, captured by re-clamping

he pins. 

A single, anatomically intact subject (the lead author) was used

o demonstrate the use of the tool in three studies. For studies 1

nd 2, a test rig was constructed consisting of: A base-plate, to

hich a back-slab plaster cast of the arm was attached, providing

nderside support and axial positioning by location of the olecra-

on; additional fixed arm guides for the axilla and hand to further

onstrain rotation or translation of the arm in the back-slab; and a

emovable support frame, located by guides on the base-plate, to

upport the pin-array tool’s side rails. Together these ensured a re-

eatable arm pose relative to the support frame, which itself had

uides for the pin array tool to control relative positioning of the

ool and the forearm. The upper surface of the support frame, on

hich the base surface of the pin-array rests, also acts as a datum

evel for the starting position of the pins. To perform a measure-

ent, the arm was first placed in position, which made the upper

ventral) surface approximately horizontal. The support frame and

in-array were then placed over it. The cycle of unclamping and

e-clamping was then performed to load the tissue with the pins

nd capture the resulting shape. The subject removed their arm for

 rest between each change of array size in Study 1, and between

ach force measurement in Study 2. 

.1. Study 1: Comparison of various pin-array-derived, 

ressure-displacement data with previously published results 

As a first demonstration of the validity of the approach, we in-

estigate if the tool can be used to generate soft tissue pressure-

isplacement curves similar to previously published studies using

ingle rigid indenters. Different sized square arrays of equal length

rass pins (thereby generating a constant pressure across the ar-

ay) were used to capture representative pressure-displacement

urves and thereby investigate the effect of array size on tissue de-

ormation. A wide range of sizes of rigid indenter have been used

n the existing literature, with cross-sectional areas from 3mm 

2 

o over 20 0 0mm 

2 [15-20] . Three array sizes were chosen to ap-

ly pressure over areas which lay within the range of the indenter

reas used by two of these studies [17 , 19] ( Table 1 ). The range of

in lengths and hence mean pressures were chosen to apply loads
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Fig. 1. The pin-array tool and the process of capturing the shape of the loaded forearm tissue (back-slab support and arm guides not shown). 

Table 1 

Indenter details from two previous studies compared with the pin-arrays used in Study 1. Pressure values for previous studies are average figures obtained by dividing the 

force values by the indenter areas given in the papers. 

Previous studies 

Study Indenter details Indenter Area (mm 

2 ) Pressure ranges reported (kPa) 

Zheng et al, 1999 [17] 9mm diameter, flat ended (US probe tip) 63.6 0-79 

Sang et al, 2016 [19] 26mm x 100mm rectangular, flat based 2600 0-38 

Arrays of 3.13mm square brass pins 

Array size (number of pins) Total Area (mm 

2 ) Pin Lengths (mm) Mean Pressures (kPa) 

3 × 3 88.2 35 2.8 

5 × 5 244.9 61 5.0 

90 7.4 

7 × 7 480.0 119 9.8 

240 19.8 
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that were acceptable to the participant, produced easily measur-

able deflections, and allowed for comparison with the previously

published data. 

The tool was initially configured for the 7 × 7 array, then spac-

ers were used to reduce the array size to 5 × 5 or 3 × 3, whilst

retaining the same position for the central pin relative to the tool.

The control of the relative positions of the arm and tool provided

by the rig thus placed the central pin of the array over the same

arm location irrespective of the array size. The position of this cen-

tral pin on the arm was marked, and the vertical offset from the

unloaded skin surface to the datum level of the support frame was

measured with a digital caliper. The displacement of the tissue

under the central pin, for each size of array and pressure value,

was then calculated by measuring the pin’s displacement and sub-
racting the offset value. Each measurement was performed 10

imes, with the pins resting on the arm for approximately 3 sec-

nds, at 90 second intervals, and the average value taken. The re-

ults are shown in Fig. 2 , with 1 SD error bars and cubic trend-

ines added. For comparison, stiffness values obtained from a sim-

lar region of the anterior forearm to that reported by Sang et al.

19] have been added, with a cubic trendline again used for visu-

lisation, whilst the quadratic expression developed by Zheng and

o-workers [17] for a region of the posterior mid-forearm over the

adius is also plotted. In both cases, the pressure values were ob-

ained by dividing the force values given in the respective papers

y the indenter areas noted above. A trend of reducing surface

tiffness with increasing indenter size, whether single indenter or

he central indenter of an array, can be seen. 
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Fig. 2. Pressure against maximum tissue displacement (under the central pin) for three different array sizes, together with data from previous studies (Zheng et al, 1999 

[17] and Sang et al, 2016 [19] ). 
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.2. Study 2: Total force generated by a captured shape 

We demonstrate the validity of the pin-array method for pad

hape design by first capturing the shape of deformed tissue under

 known pressure distribution, and then investigating whether a

ad of the deformed tissue shape, when loaded until it engages to

he same tissue depth, produces the same pressure distribution as

he pin-array. Specifically, the hypothesis is that the pad will gen-

rate approximately the same pressure distribution as that of the

nlocked pins, if applied to the same area of tissue, in the same

tate of muscle contraction. Therefore, the total force required to

ush the pad into the tissue will be approximately equal to the to-

al weight of the pins. A key concept here is that the pad is pushed

nto the tissue to the correct datum level, or ‘waterline’ depth, in

rder to duplicate the gross tissue deformation originally generated

y the pins. 

This second study used a larger, 19 × 13 array, which was more

epresentative of the size of pad which might be used in an open-

rame socket. For the purposes of initial evaluation, a peak nor-

al pressure of 9.8kPa was chosen. This corresponded to an exist-

ng pin length, used previously, and was lower than that measured

n well tolerated sockets [12 , 13] . To reduce edge effects, the pres-

ure dropped in steps from 9.8kPa over the central 13 × 7 pins,

o 2.8kPa at the edge of the pad, with a gradient of approximately

.75kPa/mm. The total weight of the pins was 1635gf. 

The tool was placed on the support, as before, and the pins

ere released ( Fig. 3 ). After one minute the pins were re-clamped,

o capture the tissue deformation. Before removing the tool, the

our corners of the array perimeter were marked on the skin using

 pen. Using plaster bandage, a cast was taken of the pins protrud-

ng below the lower surface of the aluminium side rails (datum

evel), with the surrounding bandage flattened against the rails to

orm a datum frame. Filling the cast with plaster to the level of
his frame then created a plaster pad which replicated the shape

f the pins, with the top surface corresponding to the pin-array

atum (base surface). A bespoke, load-cell device was then used to

easure the force required to depress this pad into the arm tis-

ue. The device used a YZC-133, 2kg load cell with a HX711 am-

lifier (Zhuhai Guang Ce Electronic Technology Co. Ltd), connected

hrough an Arduino Uno, sampling at 10Hz. It incorporated a cen-

ral loading plate, with stops on either side at the same level as

he plate. 

The pen marks were used to position the plaster pad on the

rm in the same location as the pin-array. The loading device was

hen used to push the pad down until the stops rested on the sup-

ort frame, such that the top of the pad was level with the datum

top surface of the support), theoretically producing the same tis-

ue deformation as the pin-array. Hence, the force registered by

he load cell should be approximately equal to the integral of the

equired pressure distribution over the area of the pad (the total

eight of the pins). 

A single plaster pad was made and used to load the arm in a

eries of tests, of one-minute duration, at ten-minute intervals. The

ffect of muscle activity was investigated by varying the routine

etween tests: Isometric finger flexion (gripping a cylinder) was

arried out for approximately two minutes prior to each of the first

en tests (tests 1-10), then there was minimal activity (subject sit-

ing still) throughout the next ten tests (tests 11-20), before finger

exion was again performed prior to three final tests (tests 21-23).

hilst stress relaxation was seen in all tests, with the pad force

alling gradually over time ( Fig. 4 a), the initial and final values var-

ed. The final value after muscle exercise (average of tests 1-10, 21-

) was 1590gf (SD 54gf), whilst without exercise (tests 11-20) the

verage was 1359gf (SD 110gf). 

An individual may contract their residual forearm muscles

hilst the socket is being worn. To investigate the effect of this on
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Fig. 3. The process to capture tissue displacement relative to a datum level, replicate the shape in plaster, and then measure the force required to re-load the same area of 

tissue to the same depth. 

Fig. 4. a: An example plot of the force required to push the pad down to the datum level. Stress relaxation was seen in all tests, with the average final value varying from 

1590 gf if flexion exercises were used for pre-conditioning, to 1359 gf without exercise. b: Effect of variations in isometric forearm muscle contraction on the force required 

to push the pad down to the datum level. A 7 × 7 array was used, with a constant pressure distribution of 9.8kPa. 
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Fig. 4. Continued 
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he displacement of tissue under load, the subject in Study 2 inter-

ittently clenched their fist during a measurement, whilst the pad

as held down at the datum level ( Fig. 4 b). This muscle contrac-

ion caused a large increase in the force required to hold the pad

n place, so a smaller plaster pad, created using a 7 × 7 constant

ressure (9.8kPa) array, was used. This avoided the force increasing

eyond the range of the load cell. 

.3. Study 3: Captured deformation from different areas of the arm 

Using the 19 × 13 array we compared pad shapes generated at

ifferent locations around the forearm to explore whether bespoke

ad shapes, derived using the pin-array tool, may be required in all

ases, or whether there is a generic pad shape independent of the

natomical location ( Fig. 5 ). In each case, the arm was positioned

o that the target area was uppermost and approximately horizon-

al. No guide rig was used for this, with the tool simply being held

y the investigator so that the side struts were approximately on

 horizontal plane and gently touching the skin surface, without

he weight of the tool actually resting on the tissue. The pins were

hen unlocked and allowed to rest on the tissue for 10 seconds,

efore the tool was re-clamped to capture the resulting shape of

he pin displacements. This shape was then captured digitally with

 3D scanner (Einscan Pro). 

. Discussion 

A simple pin-array device may assist with the design of pads

or an open-frame prosthetic socket. Three studies have been pre-

ented using equally simple measurement methods. The three

tudies aimed to establish whether further work towards a more

linically usable device was merited, and to demonstrate the po-
ential for our approach to be used in other applications. The re-

eatability of arm pose, muscle activation, and placement of the

evice, whilst controlled, were not quantified. Other potentially

elevant factors such as indenter temperature and room temper-

ture were not measured [20] , though for each study all measure-

ents took place on the same day, in the same room with ther-

ostatically controlled heating. Lubrication between pins was not

sed as this would increase the required clamping force, leading to

 need for stiffer side rails. However, it was assumed that the fric-

ional forces between un-clamped pins were negligible, with any

tick-slip behaviour being minimised by giving the array a gen-

le shake before clamping. Results will also be inherently subject-

pecific, and only a single subject was used. Overall, it was not felt

hat these limitations compromised the goal of demonstrating the

ew technique, but they should be considered in future work. Fur-

hermore, a potential risk in using the current design of the de-

ice has been identified: Skin could become trapped or pinched

etween pins, or between pins and side-rails, when the device is

lamped. This was not a problem in the tests, but we would not

ecommend that the device is replicated and used in its current

ormat, and we are considering alternative designs which restrain

he pin movement with a different mechanism. 

The first study generated surface stiffness characteristics of the

orearm which clearly demonstrate the effect of indenter size,

hilst falling within the range found in other work using more

ophisticated equipment ( Fig. 2 ). The displacement of the central

in increases, leading to the observed stiffness reducing, as pin-

rray area increases. This is perhaps unsurprising as, moving in-

ards from the outer pins, the displacement of each successive pin

ends to be additive, building on the surrounding tissue deforma-

ion and leading to a curved pin-array profile. This means that in-

reasing the number of pins leads to a greater displacement in the
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Fig. 5. The 19 × 13 array from Study 2 was applied to different areas around the forearm, with the location and orientation of the anterior placement illustrated by the blue 

box. Scans of the locked, displaced pins were taken, converted to solid bodies in solid modelling software (Alibre Design), and then sectioned (as shown by the two black 

dotted lines for the anterior position) to create the views shown for each location. 
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centre of the array. In contrast, the displacement is common across

the whole of a rigid flat-bottomed indenter. Indeed, the soft tissue

in the middle of the contact area may be pulled down by the sur-

rounding tissue, off-loading the rigid indenter centrally. This means

a flat bottomed indenter may produce a non-uniform pressure dis-

tribution, with lower pressures in the middle and higher pressures

around the edges where the tissue displacement gradient occurs:

This pressure distribution is not known, and calculated average in-

terface pressures were used to generate the rigid indenter curves

in Fig. 2 . We have not attempted a complex analysis, and there are

issues with the application of established models of contact me-

chanics to large strains [21] . However, parallels may be drawn with

standard Hertzian solutions, which give similar predictions for the

stress distribution under a rigid indenter [22] . As a result, the max-

imum tissue displacement for a single rigid indenter is less, and

the observed stiffness higher, than that seen with the central pin

of an array applying the same average pressure over the same to-

tal area. This is illustrated by the curve for the large rigid indenter

[19] , which is further to the left in Fig. 2 than one would expect

given its area (see Table 1 ). The same is true of the curve from

Zheng et al. [17] , though here the effect may be amplified by the

indenter being applied to the posterior, rather than anterior, fore-

arm. 

The first study thus demonstrates that a pin-array covering the

whole of the interface area of a pad, whilst providing control over

the applied pressure distribution, could inform pad design more

appropriately than a single rigid indenter. The second study goes

on to consider whether this information can lead to pad designs

which generate loads commensurate with a safe and comfortable

socket. The use of a one minute loading duration before capture

of the deformed tissue shape, and then the monitoring of the pad

force values for the same length of time, was an attempt to re-

duce variation caused by the effects of initial loading rate, creep

and stress relaxation [23] . When muscle contraction was used be-

tween readings, the average of the measured force values at 1
inute was 97% of the original pin weight. This supported the hy-

othesis that a pad of the deformed tissue shape captured by the

in-array, when loaded until it engages to the same tissue depth,

roduces approximately the same pressure distribution as the pin-

rray. When muscle contraction was not used between readings,

he average dropped to 83% of the original pin weight, which is

onsidered close enough to justify further work on this approach

o pad design. The observed differences between the two measured

orce values may have been due to exercise ‘re-setting’ any longer-

erm stress relaxation. However, as there was no specific control of

rm activity prior to the tests with repeated muscle contractions,

urther work under more controlled conditions is also merited to

ully understand this. 

A limitation of Study 2 is that only a single pad was used, with

he arm fully supported by the backslab cast on the opposing side,

hilst in a socket there would be several pads around the circum-

erence of the arm. This will be investigated in other ongoing work

sing multiple pads. In practice, the pin array information is envi-

ioned to be a guide to the shape of a pad for a particular region,

ather than an exact profile to replicate. Indeed, slight modifica-

ions will always be required, such as smoothing the captured sur-

ace to avoid small edge effects at the perimeter of each pin. The

exibility of the system could also allow bespoke modifications to

he loading profile generated by the pins, to reduce interface pres-

ure in sensitive areas. 

When the forearm muscles were contracted whilst the pad was

eld in place, force values of almost three times the original pin

eight were observed, demonstrating one source of additional in-

ermittent ‘Activity’ loading, due to performing tasks. This high-

ights the dynamic nature of the gross tissue stiffness, and suggests

hat muscle contraction may be a strategy that users can adopt

o increase the coupling between socket and residuum while per-

orming tasks. 

The results of the final study demonstrate how the deformed

issue shape, which can be used to design a pad shape, can vary
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[  
ith anatomical position around the forearm of a single subject.

his suggests that there may be benefits from using bespoke,

ather than generic, pad shapes for an open-frame socket. A limi-

ation with this part of the study is the short settling time prior to

apturing the pin array displacements (10 seconds). Although this

ecision is unlikely to have impacted on the conclusions, future

tudies capturing pad shape should consider longer durations. At

his stage, the tool is clearly not suitable for clinical use, but with

odifications to the method of pin restraint, it could be used as a

esearch tool in the development of such designs. It may then be

ossible to use it to validate another, more practical device, which

ould be used clinically to supplement manual palpation. If this

evice offers less detailed information than the current tool, but

oes allow rapid quantitative comparisons between different areas

f tissue, the information could be used to choose an appropriate

ad from a set of shapes generated using the approach described

ere. Such pads could then be fabricated using materials and tech-

iques appropriate to the available resources, from 3D printing to

oodworking. 

In addition to the potential use in socket design described here,

he tool could be useful in other applications involving devices

hich interface with the skin. It could be used to provide valida-

ion data on gross tissue deformation for Finite Element (FE) mod-

ls which investigate how local tissue strain varies under different

ressure distributions. Non-metallic, bespoke pads might be used

o apply a known interface pressure distribution to a subject’s arm

uring Magnetic Resonance Imaging, with the resulting data again

eing useful in validating FE models. The tool might also be used

o assess the accuracy of matrix pressure sensors when used on

he complex geometry of soft tissue. 

. Conclusion 

Three studies are presented to demonstrate the use of a simple,

ovel mechanical tool, which can be used to apply a known pres-

ure distribution to a relatively large area of tissue, before captur-

ng the shape of the resultant tissue displacement. The tool could

e used to inform the design of the pads of an open-frame socket

uch that the tissue loads generated, without additional external

orces, are safe and comfortable. These pads might then be suitable

or manufacture using materials and methods appropriate to a low

esource setting. Other potential applications include the design of

ther components which apply loads at the skin surface, valida-

ion of FE models and the assessment of other devices for measur-

ng the interface pressure distribution on soft tissue and compliant

aterials. 
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